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WORTH LOOKING UP? 
I should say so. Edmiston's (late Champta-

loup & Edmiston) on the ground floor of the 
Colonial Mutual Building—just a few yards from 
the main entrance in Queen Street, have the best 
selection of Artists' Materials and Books that you 
ever saw. 

Stocks comprising Winsor & Newton's Oil 
Colours, Water-colours in Tubes, Cakes and Pans, 
Medium Oils, Hog-hair Brushes (all sizes), Oil 
Sketching Papers, Drawing Papers (including 
Whatman's Hand-made, in Imperial and Double-
Elephant sizes), Pastels and Pastel Papers, Show-
card Colours, Ticket Boards (white and coloured), 
Pencils (all grades and qualities), and Art Books 
for every subject of study may be had at ridicu
lously low prices. 

Anything you require which doesn't happen 
to be in stock will be indented specially or procured 
locally for you. As I say— 

EDM is TONS 

ARE WELL WORTH LOOKING UP 

materials 



IT IS N O T the critical fashion of this day and age to regard books of 
Art with any exuberant utterance of admiration. 

However, in order that our local artists and students, particularly 
those of the Elam School, many of whom have had to seek recognition 
abroad, should have their best work reproduced and appreciated here, 
in a magazine representing a class which gives them full credit for the 
unselfish motives that urge them on, for the pains taken over each 
individual piece of work, and the small successes attending their efforts. 
To this class is this book dedicated. 

—L. J. Mather. 



W O O D E N G R A V I N G S . F . C H A M P 



"The critic of art or poetry must know all the minutiae of the technique, not so 
much that he may be able to carp at faults, as he may realise perfection. Re must 
know his art so well that he feels at once and instinctively, not after reflection merely, 
whether the things he observes ring true. Yet he must not be a pedant: He must have 
deep experience of life, he must be a man of character. In the true sense of the word 
he must be moral. He must prepare for his task austerely: It is a high one. He 
must cast aside for an hour his own puritanism and prejudice, his petty, even his 
noble beliefs about the world and become receptive of the impressions of others to the 
extreme limit of human nature. He must not condemn poems because they are morbid, 
profane, or deal with what the Manchester Watch Committee (who forbade Maud 
Allen to dance in their beautiful and virtuous town) would call unpleasant subjects. 
He will know that art is divided, not into decadent and healthy, classic and romantic, 
but into the two mighty divisions of Good and Bad, and that these divisions alone 
hold true. One great dogma alone he must hold—that human life is passionately 
interesting in all its phases, that over the filthiest by-ways the sky of night must 
stretch its flowery mantle of stars. The critic must be of purer mould than the poet 
himself. He must have a profound love for man, not the vague enthusiasm of the 
humanitarian, but a vivid delight in all the men in the world, men sinful, men splendid, 
men coarse, or cowardly or pathetic. And in all the phenomena of nature, sordid or 
shining, the background to our tragedy, he must admire, if not the beauty, then the 
force, the law, the cruelty, and the power. And with this enthusiasm in his soul 
he will bitterly condemn dullness, weakness, bad workmanship, vulgar thought, shoddy 
sentiment, as being slanders on mankind; and in this sense, and this sense only—that it 
is the glory of man—great art is moral. " — J A M E S ELROY FLECKER. 



Etching Brian Donovan 



A L A Y M A N ' S A P P R E C I A T I O N OF E T C H I N G . 
By E. B. GUNSON. 

MY FIRST contact with prints was made in the Sale Room of one of 
London's famous Print Auctioneers. Here 25 years ago I saw well-
known dealers cast lots for the privilege of bidding unopposed for 
rare states of the Master Etchers' prints, Durer wood cuts and modern 
Mezzo-tints. 

It is on record that a well-known Etcher once ventured into the 
Sale Room and after seeing some of his best works knocked down for 
trifling sums he decided to buy back one of his favourite prints. He 
found himself engaged in spirited bidding with a dark young man 
who appeared to be on all too friendly terms with the Auctioneer. The 
artist having gone the limit "retired hurt". His successful competitor 
came across to render first aid: "Excuse me sir, may I ask your name?" 
With becoming modesty the artist complied. "Well I am sorry sir, 
but I represent so and so (naming a famous dealing firm), we 
specialize in your work and though I have all the money there is to 
buy your prints when they come into the market we don't expect to 
pay fancy prices for them". The artist returned home with the empty 
portfolio, —a gift from his friend—as the only tangible souvenir of his 
contact with the world. 

Nowhere does the opportunity offer of handling so many quality 
prints as in these Auction Rooms where literally hundreds of the finest 
prints by the best artists are passed under the hammer in the course 
of a two days' sale and always they are on view for two days prior to 
the sale. For a layman an experience of this sort was valuable in that 
one very quickly acquired a passing acquaintance with the most diverse 
work of the first quality, and one achieved a mental standard by which 
broadly one could very quickly "class" the various works, much I 
imagine as a "wool-classer" operates. As I became more familiar with 
etched works and was privileged to study them under the guidance of 
artists, friends and collectors, the detail became interesting; but 
always I find my mind first and last viewing a print as a whole, and 
always the Master Etchers' work, whatever his technique, stands out 
as a faultless piece of composition, exquisitely drawn. 

Why etching is so generally neglected I do not know unless it be 
that the medium is so simple that failure stares the artist in the face. 
Here it is not possible to hide faulty draughtsmanship under a cloak 
of paint. May be it is true that "Gay plumage maketh the bird". 
Certainly one would concede that many do look better with their 
plumage intact: even then some are unattractive. 



Two of the greatest painters, Rembrandt and Whistler, stand one 
at each end of the etching scale, and of modern painters Johns' etch
ings are now amongst those most sought after. Etching is not 
necessarily a medium for a painter, but I do say that no first class 
etcher can be an entire failure in paint. His colour sense may be faulty, 
his technique even may be poor, but his painting possesses qualities 
which cannot be overlooked. He has by dint of labour acquired a 
mastery of drawing and over the arrangement of masses which is 
indispensable. 

When I visited the last Exhibition of the Auckland School of Art 
and found a display of etching I was impelled to congratulate the 
Director upon the acquisition of a teacher in the person of Mr. Champ, 
who is destined under the able direction of Mr . Fisher profoundly to 
influence Art in Auckland by guiding the efforts of the students along 
sound lines. The interested public will very soon come to realise that 
the etching medium offers not only opportunity for the young artist 
to express himself in a finished work in a simple manner, but it offers 
to the public an opportunity to acquire finished examples of Art 
inexpensively. Also the acquisition of etching will create a special 
interest in Art which only the sense of possession can create. The 
etching school has direct connection with all that is best in Art, 
practice and tradition, and I count it a privilege to be able to pay my 
tribute to its value and its interest. 

QUEST. 

I sought my love in the forest; 
A while I bade him stay, 

And with my heart 1 fettered his feet— 
But he went away. 

I saw my love in the crowded street; 
He beckoned me on, 

But when I ran to meet him— 
M y love was gone. 

I found my love in dark waters; 
I feared lest he should drown, 

But when I stooped to raise him— 
He drew me down. 

JOSEPH CONNOLLY. 
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THE INDIVIDUAL .
By DR. DOUGLAS ROBB.

We will do well if we bring about the freedom of the individual in the twentieth
century. What serried ranks he has against him. Listen to G.B.S. as a young man.
"Professors of all sorts prowled round me feeling for an unhealthy spot in me on
which they could fasten. The doctors of medicine bade me cOflsider what I mmt do
to save my body. and offered me quack cures for imaginary diseases. I replied that I
was not a hypochondriac; so they called me Ignoramus and went their way. The
doctors of divinity bade me consider what I must do to save my soul; but I was not
:t spiritual hyponchondriac any more than a bodily one, and would not trouble myself
about that either; so they called me Atheist and went their way. After them came
~he politician, Then came the romantic man, the Artist. with his love
songs and his paintings and his poems; and with him I had great delight for many
years, and some profit; for 1 cultivated my senses for his sake; and his songs taught
me to hear better. his paintings to seE'. better, and his poems to feel more deeply. But
he led me at last into the worship of Woman." But this latter would only' lead us into
another long story, so let us confine ourselves to the professorial troublers of the
individual. .

There are many more. The baby culture experts begin on us before we are
born; and as soon as we are they see that we drink standardised milk and are smacked
in an officially approved manner. The educators instil into our minds the recogni5ed
doctrines of the times, and spend many years subduing us to the useful and the good.
We leave school and go out into the world, and find ourselves in the hands of fresh·
professors. We smoke standardised cigarettes, we read mass-produced newspapers, see
mass-produced films, hear mass-produced music, and travel along recognised roads in
mass-produced cars. We find ourselves increasingly in the grip of the money professors,
and work harder and harder for less and less (taxes alone seem to be booming), and on~

and all are afraid to say boo for fear of losing our jobs.
It is true, of course, that the professors have done a lot for us. Some of us would

not be here at all but for their milk, and others wouldn't be able to read and write.
We would have fewer cigarettes to smoke, and perhaps no motor cars at all. They
have done wonders. but they have not made us free.

What do we mean by freedom, in this complicated world? For the world is
complicated. and will become more so if we intend to avail ourselves of the advantages
that may be ours by the full and intelligent acceptance of all that Science and its
machines can do for us. A wise physician, F. G. Croo~shank, has said that we should
aim "To secure for each individual that biological adjustment to which, as man or
,':oman. each individual is entitled. . . . . . . . This does not imply the forced
reconciliation of the individual to whatever set of conventions, restrictions, or pro
hibitions, with which he may find himself at odds. Equally it does not mean mere
anarchy. mere licence and self-satisfaction. No. by biological adiustment we mean
the assumption by the individual .pf full human rights in due relation to those of
others. and with full recognition of the advantages mutually accruing from orderliness
,.lOd co-operation."

This freedom would seem to be far beyond the grasp of more than a few at
'the present time, yet it need not be so. The physical necessities of life in all western
countries are produced in profusion. We are accustomed to restrictions being enforced
to avoid too great a plenty, and it is common to have good wheat and coffee and
rubber destroyed as valueless. Even the luxuries are easily made, and ,are poured out
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upon us the moment we show signs of being able to pay for them. Yet there are 
many in our own times who are insufficiently fed and clothed and housed. For those 
who can obtain the necessities, no greater freedom exists, for they find their lives 
devoted to some unmeaning taskwork, and the fine, fresh cutting edge of their minds 
and the skill of their hands neglected, and suffer the rust, dust", sweat, and decay of. 
lack of use. 

The difficulty lies to some extent with the professors, the interests, the powers that 
be, who do not forsee with pleasure the rising of a race of really free individuals. The 
really great have faced freedom with equanimity—"Ye shall know the truth, and the 
truth shall make you free. " In our own minds we may desire freedom for ourselves. 
It is not so easy to desire it for our neighbours, or for all the people. Thus it comes 
about that smaller minds, when vested with power, are inclined towards restrictions 
and repressions (of others) and quite arbitrarily impose tyrannous conditions upon the 
people. The schoolmaster of this type praises uniformity and the adherence to the 
average mean in his boys; he dislikes and often fears the boy with originality because 
he is too much trouble. And who will deny that the average and the mediocre are 
cultivated with great assiduity by the national life of our country to-day? 

But the real obstruction, dear Brutus, is in ourselves, not in our professors. We 
do want freedom. We fear it. We would rather have "bondage with ease than 
strenuous liberty. " We are complacent. We are satisfied to have our music served up 
to us on vulcanite slides, our news and opinions delivered to us for twopence at break
fast time, and we like our safe jobs. For there is nothing more certain than that we 
can have our freedom when we want it. The physical basis is there, thanks to the 
good earth and the sun, and the ample page of knowledge, so rich with the spoils of 
time. We have simply to seek it and we shall find it. 

Can we glimpse the life that is open to us? The necessities of life assured us, 
and obtained by common desire and consent in the easiest way; the individual freed 
very largely from the unmeaning taskwork, and better still from the care and worry over 
to-morrow's dinner; leisure for the pursuit of whatever we like, with due regard to 
others, and the advantages of co-operation; and our children educated in the art of 
life, not merely equipped to be bigger and better go-getters. In those days the 
individual will be able to be himself. He that is rich and vulgar, let him be rich and 
vulgar still. He that would grow roses, let him grow roses. He that would amuse 
himself with pen or pencil, let him do so, and not spend his life hammering rivets in a 
ship yard. There could be a flowering in the Arts such as the world has never seen. 
And every man would sit down under his own vine and under his own fig tree, at 
peace with his neighbour, and simply doing nothing if such was his will. 

— G . D. R. 
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M A G E N T A SHAWL 
Proud purple blood of insolence 
Crawls in your sleeky silk 
And arrogance 
And lustful glow 
Burn in your wine-dark weave. 
The flames of sacrificial fire 
Die in the drenching bacchanal 
Of clotted purple grapes; 
And pale the ghosts of passion 
Haunt your sheen 
Dead queens of Cathay rise again 
From cypress groves. 
From marble tombs; 
And ardour kindles in their tongues 
A husky passion song; 
And musk and myrrh lie in their hair; 
Long eyes and narrow watch the street 
Where caravans heave by. 
The dim air trembles with the rain 
Of lilting camel-bells. 
And bright 
The armour of a Tartan horde 
Burns bronzen in the dusk. 
A million lances rape the sky. 
A million voices paralyze 
The purple silence of Peking. 
And red lips quiver: 
Eunuchs flee; 
Grey bats fly swooping over pools 
Where fallen jasmine petals drink 
From rusty marble cups. 
0 arrogance! 
0 insolence! 
Dead lusts of dead Cathay 
Leap out to meet the drunkenness 
Spilled on a Chinese shawl. 
1 stand— 
A twisted flame, 
Caught in your savage ecstasy. 
Your brutal fringe 
Drips winy flame: 
As though a bishop had grown sick 
Of chant and song, 
Cathedral dusk; 
And dyed his cloak in passion's blood; 
And then become 
A cardinal of sin. 

—Anonymous. 



T H E A E O L I A N H A R P 
The auctioneer's man looked dully at the thing that long years ago you and 

your father had called the aeolian harp. "What is it?" he had asked, and your 
mother had said that she did not know; some senseless thing. So it went into the 
catalogue under the heading miscellaneous, which indeed was as good an euphemism 
as any other. But you remembered. 

Your father lay, half asleep, in the room that was both library and bedroom. 
The light of the reading lamp was turned low and the deep orange-red glow from the 
rata logs warmed, with a flickering amber light, the rows and rows of books that ran 
along three sides of the walls. Books were on the table beside him him and! a book 
was under his pillow. It was a French edition of Zola's "Nana, " newly published and 
outwardly exquisite in blue morocco. He had just taken the precious draught that 
each night brought a respite from unhappy verities, and already his voice was becoming 
vague and his thoughts pleasant, rounded and a little fabulous. You were always sorry 
that you could not follow him in that fusion of matter and spirit that we call 
dreaming, nor know anything, ever, of that ex-planetary journey he nightly took to 
a world where, for a brief time that was also limitless, he found something which 
ordinary life withheld. 

A deep gust of wind rattled the enormous iron chimney, and your father lifted 
his head from the pillow and said, in a drowsy voice, " M y dear, we must get an 
aeolian harp and put it in the window over there. I should like. you to hear all the 
music that is in the wind. " You were used to his misty conversations, but what on 
earth was an aeolian harp, and how and where could one find such a thing? 

The dingy little New Zealand town in which you lived contained but one long 
straggling street in which things could be bought. The town itself had grown quickly, 
formlessly, in the feverish days of a gold rush, many, many years before your time, 
and the long street began with the dilapidation of a huge theatre, built for the "roaring" 
gold-field requirements and ended with ignominy where the disused wharf creaked 
and whined near the entrance to the sulky river. Every fourth or fifth building in 
it seemed to be a public-house; sleepy-looking places most of these, whose tenants 
sometimes did not even bother to take the shutters down. Behind the street was 
the sea, the long beach stretching in a straight line for uncountable miles. No rocks, 
no cliffs, no sloping promontories, just the stark severity of shingle and sand, with 
here and there the ribs of a long-wrecked ship. Desolate; and* the waves threw 
themselves so high that when they dragged their broken backs outward across the 
shingle, you felt that one day they would take the shops and all the sleepy pubs 
with them, and nobody would ever know. Clearly not a place to buy a harp in, 
for harps sounded romantic, and romance had left this place long ago. It had gone 
with the gay, inconsequent people; with the dance-halls; with the gold. 

The next day you had gone to the cabinetmaker's together. The man had seemed 
unusually stupid, but after all it was hard to describe to a person with a mechanical 
mind that what you wanted him to make was an article—and a musical instrument 
at that—whose chief feature was to be its ethereality, and whose principal function 
to draw music from the wind. It must be hollow, you both agreed; it must fit into 
a window frame; it must be stringed—well, like a harp. 

Your father almost walked away in the middle of the discussion, as he so often 
did when contact with lesser intellects filled him with a kind of despair. But you 
held on to his hand and he went through with it, though the description that had 
begun lightly as a feather had rather a spiritless end daunted culmination. What 
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you wanted, you see, was some kind of a fairy instrument, but when it eventually 
came home it looked very like a tiny coffin with thick steel strings laid along the top. 

You knew from the beginning that it was a deaf mute; still you did what you 
could about it, you and he. You were kind to the thing and gave it every chance. 
You offered it to every wind that passed; to every breeze that cajoled a window 
pane or filtered across a casement; to storms and to the wilderness of the equinox. 
But nothing happened. Nothing whatever happened. Not a broken shred of song 
or sound stirred its stringed hollowness. 

And you put it away quietly, the way one puts mistakes out of sight when one 
can, though your father said he was sure there must be music inside it somewhere. 
He said he supposed it was just another of those damned things that would not 
accept the Challenge of Life, and you wondered why his tone was so bitter and yet 
so understanding. —A. Gladys Kernot. 

A R T STUDENTS ' EXHIBITION. 
Exceptional interest being displayed by the public in the Annual Exhibition held 

last December, resulted in an additional public exhibition comprising the pick of the 
students' work being shown in the Art Gallery. 

This was officially opened last Friday, 23rd March, before a large gathering, by 
Miss E. Melville, who remarked on the quality and quantity of excellent work sub
mitted. Mr. Fisher also spoke, describing the difficulties his students had in furthering 
their studies. Among the visitors were a large number of former pupils and other 
notables, comprising Mr. Guy Mountain, Mr. John Barr, Mr. Richard Singer, and 
parents of the students. 

In the sculpture section work by Noel Ireland, Lesley Waller, Betty Wilson, and 
Zoe Hamilton were outstanding. 

Several water colour compositions by Joan Lowry were of exceptional interest, 
whilst worthy of mention were oil and water colours, etchings, and lead pencil drawings 
by Nancy McDonald, Jack Crippen, Lindsay Fraser, Alice Whyte, Zoe Hamilton, Lin-
wood Lipanovic, Arthur Thompson, Gilbert Nicholls, Betty Banks, and Brian Donovan. 

Lettering and Posters by Phyllis Crowley and Betty Banks caused considerable 
interest in their arrangement and undoubted sales value. At present there are from 
ninety to one hundred daily visitors to the Exhibition, which is to continue until 
April 14th. 
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TO LESBIA. 

Thine eyes with which no stars could vie 
Are quenched. The lips I loved to press 

Have paled in death, no longer I 
Shall feel their murmurous caress. 

Thy cheeks, where roses could not live; 
The warm breasts, the little ears, 

Al l cold. Thy laughter fugitive 
No more re-echoes down the years. 

No more shall passion fire the nich 
As once enhanced thy loveliness. 

The Gods have shattered at a touch 
The beauty they could not possess. 

Yet still undimmed thy spirit gleams 
In eyes of Magdalenes, and dreams. 

J . R . CONNOLLY. 

NOX PERPETUA DORMIENDA 

YOUR EYEBALLS dark like a deep black pool in the night 
That is lit by the steadfast fire of a handful of stars, 

Flecks of gold upon ovals of ebony, trees half-alight 
Vaguely touched by the wandering beams from distant cars: 

Those eyes that now shine like some enduring god's earnest 
Of rest beyond this world's storms and a tranquil haven 

Shall fall from their impotent sockets: and, only, their burnished 
Splendour shall make a feast for the worm and the raven. 

Some eager-eyed traveller then or peasant in ploughing 
Will find that which once wore those exquisite eyes and dear 

Hands and sweet hair—gutted shrine to whose goddess once, vowing 
Great oaths I came: then that man will flee you in fear. 

We shall be no good then save to cower and crouch 
Naked bone turning green like verdigrised silver or polished 

By the rain, blind dumb bone lying cold on its earthy couch 
When all this goodly garment of flesh is demolished. 

What will it help us then, girl, not to have loved, 
Chill and exposed to the rain or cramped and deep-sodded 

Wet to the bone of a truth and mute and unmoved, 
Then whom will it help that we loved not when we were bodied? 

R . A. K . MASON 
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E L A M B E H I N D T H E FOOTLIGHTS. 

Throughout the last six years spasmodic efforts have been made to introduce and 
maintain theatrical activities at Elam. Those of us who desired this alternative form 
of self-expression realised that it could not be achieved without the help of others 
similarly inclined, so with the most benevolent and inspired intentions we formed 
unofficial dramatic circles and commenced rehearsals. Being endowed with enough 
optimism, blind conceit, inexhaustible patience, and pig-headed determination, we 
sometimes succeeded in presenting "drama" in a confined space formed by boards 
placed on "donkeys" and two screens in the old life room at our late headquarters 
in Rutland Street. 

As a result of our change of address the last three productions had the advantage 
of being played in the W. E. A. Hall. These were Milne's "Romantic Age, " produced by 
Leslie Taylor, in December, 1931, "Eliza Comes to Stay, " produced by Russell 
Middlebrook in June, 1932, and in December of the same year, a double programme 
consisting of a comedy, "Holed Out in One, " and "The Sister's Tragedy. " "The Sister's 
Tragedy" was notable for being the first school production in which Mr. Fisher 
displayed an active interest. Last year he/had the infinite patience to mould into 
shape a caste capable of rendering a presentation of his conception of the play. This 
resulted in the Elam team gaining the "Herald" trophy for the best production of a 
one-act play during the Festival of Community Drama, which was held in the Town 
Hall in August. Under the auspices of the British Drama League, it travelled to 
Wellington to compete with other teams from all parts of the Dominion. "The Sister's 
Tragedy" was awarded third place, the winning production being "Kestrel Edge, " 
played by the Nameless Group, of Christchurch. May the Elam Dramatic Club be 
successfully resurrected this year. 



from a woodcut by 
HARRY C L A R K 



THE AUCKLAND SOCIETY OF ARTS 

intimates that it has pleasure in extending an invitation to 
Students of the Elam School of Art 

to visit its Club Rooms at any time during Office Hours, 
and on Friday evenings from 7 to 9 p. m. 

The Club Rooms, 
210 Victoria Arcade. 

Telephone 40-391 Secretary 



" H E R E S Y . " 
If a god were to look down upon our earth, it would perceive it to have a very 

beautiful and interesting surface. Among infinitely varied and inspiring phenomena 
it would see many creatures, some of them proud and noble, some of them timid and 
shy, some of them cowardly, but nearly all of them beautiful, in the sense that they are 
in harmony with the earth from which they were born, i . e., they are as Nature intended 
them to be. The ugliest and most physically degenerate creatures would be seen 
swarming in gregarious masses among collections of complex structures in which they 
dwell. The species is known as "civilised humanity. " The mentality of these animals 
is much more highly developed than that of the other varieties; they are imaginative 
and creative, but as a result of the artificial condition under which they have developed 
for many generations, the majority of them are mental or sexual perverts; despite their 
degree of intelligence, they have come to phlegmatically accept their tragic degeneration 
and ugliness as conditions of their so-called advancement. Strangely enough, certain 
members of these communities—"artists"—profess and believe themselves to be seekers 
of, and creators of beauty! They profess to undertand harmony and balance, and 
artistic conception and recognition, but they so limit their realisation to an eccentric 
cult that it never occurs to them to apply their knowledge to themselves and their 
own lives. They, who, many of them, are pitiful caricatures of the Greatest Artist's 
original harmonious and perfectly balanced design of man, do not realise that they 
could be and live the beauty of which they dream! They are content to reflect the 
spirit of the age in which they exist, but it does not occur to them that it is in their 
power to re-create the spirit of the age—to pervade all humanity with a love of 
harmony. If enough fundamentally constructive artists were in existence, civilisation 
could indeed be Utopia! 

A student of art, flat-chested, bilious, bespectacled, her unwholesome complexion 
disguised by injurious "make-up, " walks with a curious stilted movement caused by 
"spike" heels, through a crowded, stuffy room. She sits in the shadow of a statue, and, 
with a pale tongue projecting from one side of her rouged lips, and her nose close 
to the paper, she attempts to draw the Venus de Milo! 

One anticipates a cynical smile on the features of that lovely plaster woman, but 
she continues to stare enigmatically back into the magnificent age of idealism in 
which she was born. Place this student in the first class, where she will eat perfect 
foods, and where she will exercise all day in the open, Only when she promises to be 
as beautiful as the Venus; will she be justified in attempting to draw her. 

What justification can there be for the continued denial and suppression of 
natural beauty in order to create artificial beauty of a similar or inferior standard 
than that which already exists in abundance? None! 

— R I T A C H A P M A N . 
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A N D SO T H E E N D 

And so the end; life's victories and defeats 
The joy of love, the rush of hate, the tears 

Of parting, all are vain, so vain. 
The autumn wind is sighing, and the sun 
Is setting in a dreamy bank of cloud. 
No need for aught but closing of the eyes, 
And dreaming into peace: and so the end. 
And so the end; hope long has left me cold, 
And love so long ago, so long ago. 
And in the passing shadows of the years 
My eyes have learnt to know the kindly night; 
And the chill airs of autumn sting me not, 
And the stern hand of death to me is soft 
And gentle as a mother's sweet caress. 
The light is dim; peace comes at last: and so the end. 

— R . A . SINGER. 
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R A N D O M SHOTS. 
T H E RELIEF WORKERS in the school grounds now seem to have become a permanent 
fixture. Having effected wonderful restoration work at the rear of their general club-
rooms and produced a splendid crop of dahlias after months of patient care and atten
tion, they are now concentrating on providing entertainment for the students in the 
form of loud and prolonged Socialistic debates, punctuated by much expectoration and 
occasional taps at the ground with their picks. Recently, extensive excavating work 
was undertaken on their behalf by a stray dog, whose hearty efforts were watched with 
envious eyes by the whole band. Many and loud were the curses when it was dis
covered that Fido had dug too deeply, resulting in all having to remove coats and fill 
in the hole. The dog departed in some haste. 

M R . FISHER must be heartily congratulated on his untiring efforts in endeavouring 
to provide the school with a decent model. The usual qualifications are too well 
known to require elucidation here, but in future would it not be advantageous to stipu
late that they supply their own coal and firewood? It was suggested that the average 
student of experience would prefer the model (to use an Americanism) "Not so hot. " 

SCHOOL PICNIC. 
T H E SCHOOL PICNIC was held on December 19th, 1933, at Motuihi, sports being organised 
by Messrs. Fraser and Garmonsway, and races won by L. Lipanovic and M . Birt. 
Several teachers attended to lend their moral support. 

Some anxiety was expressed at the commencement of the journey by several 
members of the fair sex, as to the whereabouts of two gentlemen, who seemed to have 
missed the boat. In spite of this, the whole day's outing was thoroughly enjoyed by all. 

A R T S B A L L . 
T H E ARTS BALL of 1933 was something to remember, and all the students took an active 
and keen part in the revels of the evening. The original and striking costumes worn 
by many had taken months to prepare, and many and varied were the experiences 
relating to their subsequent ruin ere the evening was finished. 

R E M O V A L F R O M T H E O L D SCHOOL. 
L A T E IN 1932 it was decided by the authorities to condemn the old School Building in 
Rutland St., which we had occupied for 20 years. It was with profound general regret 
that students watched the old building being demolished, but by dint of Trojan work 
by Donovan and the senior students, we were at last removed to more commodious 
quarters in Symonds St. It may be of interest to mention that the school was started 
by bequest of Dr. Elam, in 1890, and, is still going strong! 

STUDENTS ' STUDIOS. 
T H E STUDIO craze took shape early in 1932, and the most famous was the old Victoria 
Arcade studio, formerly occupied by Miss Minnie White, and taken over by Misses 
Zoe Hamilton, Rita Chapman, Miss Johnson, Miss Bourdot, and Messrs. Crippen, 
Fraser, Knight and Johnstone. There was also the small studio occupied by Messrs. 
Pearce, Nicholls, Knox, McPherson and Ireland. Various other studios sprang up, 
where present students fraternise, and occasionally get down to serious work. 
FORTUNATE indeed are those interested students who receive invitations to visit the 
studio of Mr. J. Weeks, the popular Outdoor Study instructor. Situated at Northcote, 
away from the hustle and bustle of the city, and with the whole of its interior 
decoration scheme planned and executed by Mr. Weeks, it contains many fine examples 
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of local landscapes and work done during the artist's six and a-half years' wandering 
abroad. Many and varied were his experiences whilst sketching in remote parts of 
Morrocco, where he spent eighteen months, and the numerous portfolios of drawings 
and paintings executed there by Mr. Weeks disclose a wonderful colour sense and 
soundness of composition. 
A PARTY of students who visited him recently found that the contents of only one 
portfolio was sufficient to keep them keenly interested for the major portion of the 
evening, after which Mr. Weeks' exhibited to them his miniature stage, playing classical 
compositions whilst appropriate scenes and interiors, planned and painted by himself, 
were shown. The whole room, with the exception of the stage, was in total darkness, 
making the whole thing most realistic and original in effect. The evening passed far too 
quickly for the visitors, who were loud in their praises and appreciation of time well 
spent. 

O L D PUPILS' DOINGS 
Mr. E. W. Pay ton, former Director of the School, is residing in Rotorua. 
Minnie F. White has added the study of pottery to her art accomplishments. 
Jim Turkington is still at Goldfinch, and also teaches drawing at the University. 
Sam Williams is now designing and in full charge of stage settings and designing at 

the "Old Vic, " in London. 
Guy Mountain is now in the Publicity Dept. of Weeks' Paper Bag Co. 
Hilda Dixon, home again, studied at Royal College of Art. 
Gwenda Jones and Eleanor Hetherington are still studying at the Royal College of 

Art. 
Jocelyn Mays, now Mrs. Rex Fairburn, has returned to Auckland. She continued 

her art study at the Slade School. 
Betty Wilson was married last month to Mr. Hinton Colson. 
Eric Johnson has been in England and Europe for some time. 
Cynthia Lambert is still designing at Milne and Choyce's. 
Iris Eaves obtained a position as Com. Artist in Christchurch. 
Marjorie Kirker has a position at the Carlton Studio. 
Judith Glover is on the art staff at Smith and Caughey's. 
Pascoe Redwood has returned from his trip to Europe. He is now taking evening 

classes at the Sedden Memorial Technical College. 
Mrs. Alice Whyte and Mrs. Jackson are refreshing their art knowledge at the 

school—etching and outdoor. 
Miss I. M . Copeland is now on the staff of the Christchurch School of Art. 
Robt. Johnson is still painting in Sydney. The last number of the "Art in 

Australia" is devoted to his work. 
Francis McCracken still continues to reside in England, with various painting 

trips abroad. 
George Finey, caricaturist, is still in Sydney. 
Vivienne Kernot has returned to Auckland, after studying at the Royal College 

of Art. 

O B I T U A R Y N O T E 
Mrs. Mary Gash (Audrey Jardin). 
Since last magazine was issued. 
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K E A L Y ' S L T D 
BOOKSHOP A N D L I B R A R Y , 

21 S H O R T L A N D S T R E E T , 
OPP. STAR OFFICE. 

We invite inspection of our large and 
varied stocks of new and second-hand 
Art books. All are low in price and 
we can procure for you any book that 
we do not happen to have in stock. 

BUY B E T T E R 
AT A MUCH LOWER PRICE 

Our stocks of Artists' Hog-hair Brushes, 
in all sizes and styles; Drawing Papers 
for ink, pencil or colours. Winsor and 
Newton's Oil Colours in tubes, Medium 
Oils, Varnishes and Water Colours in 
tubes, pans and cakes are worthy of 
your attention. 
We have all kinds of Picture Frames, too, 
in sizes and widths to suit every type of 
picture, and can frame your work at very 
reasonable cost 
May we be of service to you ? 

H I L L & P L U M M E R 


